FHSS IMPACT AT A GLANCE

- Visitors to the Museum of Peoples and Cultures: 25,873
- Mentored Students: 231
- People Served at the Comprehensive Clinic: 1,191
- 2016
- Voters Who Completed the Utah Colleges Exit Poll: 26,542
- Children Helped in the Child and Family Studies Laboratory: 600
- Internships Served: 3,488
- Ancestors Researched or Indexed at the Center for Family History and Genealogy: 757,228
- People Served at the Comprehensive Clinic: 5,290
- Nauvoo Ancestors Researched: 545
- Utah Ancestors Researched: 299
- Where Our Alumni Are Now: Total: 69,175

- Top 10 Countries: USA (377), CAN (31), MEX (23), BRA (17), UK (17), GER (14), SNR (14), CHN (12), JPN (14), AUS (13)
- Top 10 States: USA (7,081), CA (3,252), UT (3,065), WA (2,796), ID (1,683), OR (1,396), AZ (3,521), NY (1,569), TX (3,182), VA (1,571)